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Section 1 Scope, General Provisions 

1. These General Terms and Conditions of Purchase (here-
inafter: "Terms and Conditions") apply to all orders, in 
particular to orders for deliveries and services  (hereinaf-
ter collectively: "Deliveries") by Mauser Italia S.p.A and 
its affiliated companies based in the Italian Republic un-
der purchase, works or services contracts. Affiliated com-
panies of Mauser Italia S.p.A. are companies which are 
directly or indirectly controlled by Mauser Italia S.p.A, 
control the latter or are under joint control with Mauser 
Italia S.p.A and which have their registered office in the 
Italian Republic (together with Mauser Italia  S.p.A here-
inafter: "MAUSER"). MAUSER does not acknowledge 
any conditions of the contractual partner which are in 
conflict with, or deviate from, these Terms and Conditions 
or legal provisions unless MAUSER expressly agrees to 
their applicability in writing. This applies even if MAUSER 
takes Deliveries from the contractual partner or makes 
payments to the contractual partner without reservations. 
These Terms and Conditions do not apply if MAUSER in-
dicates the applicability of other sets of terms and condi-
tions when the contract is concluded. 

2. These Terms and Conditions apply only in respect of con-
tractors that are entrepreneurs within the meaning of art. 
2082 and 2195 c.c., legal entities under public law and 
companies that are regulated by public law (hereinafter: 
"Contractual Partners").  

3. These Terms and Conditions also apply, within the 
framework of an ongoing business relationship, to all fu-
ture business with the Contractual Partner without MAU-
SER having to refer to these Terms and Conditions again 
each time.  

4. MAUSER reserves the right to amend the Terms and 
Conditions which have become part of the contract. An 
amendment of the Terms and Conditions becomes part 
of the contract concluded between MAUSER and the 
Contractual Partner if (i) MAUSER notifies the Contrac-
tual Partner of the amendment and, if it is detrimental to 
the Contractual Partner, emphasizes the latter typo-
graphically in the notification of amendment; and (ii) the 
Contractual Partner does not object to an amendment in 
writing within six weeks following receipt of the notifica-
tion of amendment, MAUSER pointing out the legal con-
sequences of failing to object in the notification of amend-
ment.  

5. The version of the Incoterms applicable when the con-
tract is concluded are applicable for the purposes of in-
terpreting trade terms.  

Section 2 Conclusion of Contract 

1. The conclusion of a contract between MAUSER and the 
Contractual Partner requires a written order or written or-
der confirmation. If the content of the order confirmation 
by the Contractual Partner differs from MAUSER'S order, 
the Contractual Partner must draw particular attention to 
this fact in the order confirmation; such differences, not-
withstanding the provision of the art. 1326, 5° co., c.c., 
only become part of the contract if MAUSER accepts 
them in writing. 

2. Offers by the Contractual Partner have to be made to 
MAUSER free of charge. MAUSER may accept an offer 
made by the Contractual Partner within two weeks follow-
ing the issuing thereof. The Contractual Partner is bound 
to its offer until this period has expired. Silence on the 

part of MAUSER does not justify reliance on the con-
clusion of a contract. If acceptance by MAUSER of an 
offer made by the Contractual Partner is received late, 
MAUSER shall be informed hereof immediately. 

3. The drawings and other documents referred to in an 
order are part of the order. They become part of the 
contract unless the Contractual Partner expressly 
specifies otherwise in the order confirmation corre-
sponding to the order; such differences, notwithstand-
ing the provision of the art. 1326, 5° co., c.c., only be-
come part of the contract if MAUSER accepts them in 
writing. 

4. If an order is a call-off under a quantity contract or 
framework contract (hereinafter: "Framework Agree-
ment") agreed between MAUSER and the Contractual 
Partner, this is binding on the Contractual Partner un-
less it refuses within five days following receipt and un-
less otherwise agreed in the Framework Agreement; 
However, MAUSER is not obliged to request call-offs 
under a Framework Agreement. Otherwise, the provi-
sions relating to orders in these Terms and Conditions 
correspondingly apply to call-offs. 

Section 3 Delivery, Delivery Dates, Delay in Delivery  

1. Unless expressly agreed otherwise, the required Deliv-
eries are made to the destination DDP (Incoterms 
2010). The Contractual Partner is obliged to package 
the Deliveries securely and to provide insurance for 
their transportation.  

2. MAUSER'S respective order number, the order date 
and, if there is one, MAUSER'S item number and the 
destination are to be specified on all delivery notes, 
shipping documents and invoices; the Contractual 
Partner bears the costs associated with any failure to 
provide this information unless it was not responsible 
for the failure. 

3. Unless otherwise agreed, the Contractual Partner is 
not entitled to make partial deliveries or provide partial 
services. If partial deliveries or partial services have 
been agreed, "partial delivery" or "partial service" is to 
be specified on the delivery note and on the invoice. 

4. The delivery times specified on an order are binding 
(binding delivery times hereinafter: "Delivery Dates"). If 
the order does not contain a Delivery Date, the delivery 
period, unless otherwise agreed, is two weeks calcu-
lated from the date of the order by MAUSER. After the 
contract has been concluded, Delivery Dates can be 
extended by the Contractual Partner only if MAUSER 
expressly consents to an extension. 

5. The Contractual Partner meeting Delivery Dates de-
pends on the Deliveries being handed over to MAU-
SER on the agreed Delivery Date or within the period 
of two weeks indicated in the previous Section 3.4. The 
Contractual Partner is not entitled to make early Deliv-
ery. 

6. As soon as the Contractual Partner can see that it is 
not going to be able to meet all or part of an order in 
time, it has to inform MAUSER thereof immediately in 
written form or by e mail at the address indicated in the 
order or indicated by MAUSER after the order stating 
the reasons and the expected length of the delay. This 
does not affect the Contractual Partner's obligation to 
meet the agreed Delivery Dates. 
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7. If the Contractual Partner does not make the Delivery or 
does so late, the rights applicable according to the law 
are unrestrictedly available to MAUSER. In the event of 
delayed delivery for which the Contractual Partner is re-
sponsible, notwithstanding other rights resulting from the 
delay, MAUSER is also entitled, for each started week of 
the delay, to impose a contractual penalty of 0.5% of the 
net price agreed with the Contractual Partner, up to a 
maximum of 15% of that net price. MAUSER expressly 
reserves the right to claim any further damages. How-
ever, contractual penalties that have already been paid 
are to be set off against these damages. MAUSER can 
impose the contractual penalty even if it made no reser-
vation when taking the Delivery and when making final 
payment.  

8. The Contractual Partner only has right of set-off to the 
extent that the credits or claims made against MAUSER 
are undisputed or have been finally and bindingly estab-
lished or if they are in a reciprocal relationship with MAU-
SER'S claim. 

Section 4 Prices, Payment Terms 

1. The prices agreed between MAUSER and the Contrac-
tual Partner are binding. Unless expressly agreed other-
wise, the agreed prices are DDP (Incoterms 2010) plus 
statutory sales tax applicable on the date of Delivery, in-
sofar as applicable, including packaging, insurance, 
freight and storage costs, customs duties, taxes, assem-
bly costs and all other ancillary costs. 

2. Unless agreed otherwise, payments by MAUSER have to 
be made within 30 days following receipt of the Delivery 
or, if acceptance is required according to the following 
Section 5.1, after acceptance and receipt of a proper ver-
ifiable invoice; if payment is made within 14 days, MAU-
SER is entitled to deduct a 3% discount.  

3. If, contrary to Section 3(5), the Contractual Partner pro-
vides performance earlier than agreed and MAUSER 
takes the Delivery without being obliged to do so, the due 
date for payment and the beginning of the discount period 
according to Section 4(2) are not before the agreed De-
livery Date. 

4. Payments made by MAUSER constitute neither an ac-
ceptance of the Delivery nor of any acknowledgement of 
the set-off or the Delivery as being free of defects and/or 
provided in good time.  

5. If MAUSER is obliged to make payments in advance, the 
Contractual Partner is obliged to provide MAUSER with a 
contract performance bond or guarantee (hereinafter: 
"Security") from a well-known Italian bank. MAUSER is 
entitled to withhold payment until the Security has been 
provided. 

6. Notwithstanding any further legal requirements, any de-
lay of payment by MAUSER is conditional upon a re-
minder by the Contractual Partner, issued after the due 
date. In the event of a delay of payment, MAUSER owes 
late payment interest of five percentage points above the 
respective European Central Bank base rate. It is under-
stood that this percentage is the maximum possible inter-
est rate owed by MAUSER. 

7. MAUSER has full rights of set-off and to object within the 
framework of statutory provisions.  

Section 5 Acceptance, Transfer of Risk 

1. Deliveries only need to be accepted if this has ex-
pressly been agreed between MAUSER and the Con-
tractual Partner or if this is required by law. 

2. Unless agreed otherwise, MAUSER can declare ac-
ceptance up to two weeks after notification of comple-
tion of the Delivery by the Contractual Partner.  

3. Acceptance has to be expressly declared by MAUSER. 
The examination of interim results and the approval of 
partial payments (e.g. according to milestone planning) 
do not constitute acceptance. Nor does the commis-
sioning or use of a Delivery per se constitute ac-
ceptance. Implied acceptance is excluded.  

4. Partial acceptance is excluded in principle. Partial ac-
ceptance occurs, if MAUSER so desires, only if it would 
otherwise ultimately be impossible to carry out a sub-
sequent technical inspection of Deliveries made by the 
Contractual Partner owing to the ongoing performance 
of the order. 

5. MAUSER is entitled to refuse to accept a defective De-
livery without prejudice to all its rights arising from law 
with reference to the defects of goods and services. 

6. For Deliveries without any installation and assembly, 
the risk of accidental failure and of accidental deterio-
ration of the Deliveries passes to MAUSER upon hand-
over at the agreed place of performance. For Deliveries 
with installation and assembly, the risk of accidental 
failure and of accidental deterioration of the Deliveries 
passes to MAUSER upon acceptance or, if MAUSER 
is not required to declare acceptance, upon handover 
after installation and assembly. 

Section 6 Ownership Protection, Provisions  

1. Deliveries become the property of MAUSER upon 
transfer of risk. The retention of title in favour of the 
Contractual Partner has to be specifically agreed by 
MAUSER and the Contractual Partner according to 
statutory provisions.  

2. If the Contractual Partner unilaterally retains title con-
trary to the contract without agreeing upon it with MAU-
SER, MAUSER shall not acknowledge such retention 
and retains its right to unconditional transfer, even if 
MAUSER takes the Delivery. 

3. If MAUSER provides the Contractual Partner with ma-
terials, tools or other means for meeting its contractual 
obligations (hereinafter: "Provisions"), MAUSER re-
tains ownership thereof. The Provisions are to be 
stored separately, marked and kept safe free of 
charge. They are only allowed to be used for MAU-
SER'S orders. The Contractual Partner has to provide 
compensation for any reduction in value or loss. The 
Contractual Partner has to carry out any maintenance 
and repair work on tools or other means that have been 
provided at its own cost. 

4. The Contractual Partner is obliged to insure the Provi-
sions in favour of MAUSER against theft, breakage, fire 
damage and water damage at its own cost and has to 
provide MAUSER with proof of such insurance if so re-
quested.  According to art. 1411 c.c. MAUSER has the 
right to assert claims under this insurance relating to 
MAUSER'S property against the insurer. 

5. In performing its contractual obligations, the Contrac-
tual Partner is entitled to process, convert, connect and 
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intermix the Provisions only with the prior written consent 
of MAUSER. Any processing or converting of the Provi-
sions is carried out for MAUSER that becomes the owner 
of  the converted goods, that are regarded as Provisions 
within the meaning of Section 6(3). In the case of pro-
cessing, conversion, connection or intermixture with 
goods which are not owned by MAUSER, MAUSER ac-
quires joint ownership of the new items. The scope of this 
joint ownership is based on the ratio of the invoice value 
of the Provisions to the invoice value of the rest of the 
good. If MAUSER'S ownership expires as a result of con-
nection or intermixture, the Contractual Partner hereby 
transfers to MAUSER the ownership rights accruing to it 
in respect of the new item within the scope of the invoice 
value of the Provisions and keeps the latter safe for MAU-
SER free of charge. The joint ownership rights are 
deemed to be Provisions according to Section 6(3). 

6. The Contractual Partner must notify MAUSER immedi-
ately of any seizure of the Provisions or other interven-
tions by third parties. 

Section 7 Material Defects 

1. Deliveries must, in all respects, bear the contractually 
agreed characteristics, comply with product and environ-
mental protection laws, meet relevant safety provisions, 
regulations and stipulations issued by authorities and 
professional associations and correspond to the latest 
state of the art, must be of high quality and must be suit-
able for the designated or usual use. In particular, agree-
ments reached regarding chemical, physical and tech-
nical characteristics, dimensions, modality and quality, 
where agreed within respective tolerances, also have to 
be complied with precisely. If the characteristics of chem-
icals are not specified in the order, the details provided in 
the safety data sheets, fact sheets, product information 
or manufacturer's specifications most recently provided 
to MAUSER or the most recent product sample sent to 
MAUSER and approved by MAUSER are binding in 
terms of the characteristics of the Deliveries. 

2. Any approval of samples declared by MAUSER does not 
constitute a waiver of defect rights. MAUSER'S claims 
and rights in respect of defects are unaffected by any 
such approval.  

3. MAUSER'S legal obligation to provide notification of de-
fects is limited to checking the Deliveries for quantity, 
type, externally visible defects (e.g. damage suffered in 
transit) and other obvious defects immediately after de-
livery. With express derogation to art. 1495 c.c., MAU-
SER may provide notification of obvious defects in deliv-
ered goods up to 10 working days after delivery and of 
hidden defects up to 10 working days after their discov-
ery. With reference to services, MAUSER may provide 
notification of defects in provided services up to 60 days 
after their discovery according to art. 1667 c.c., if this is 
applicable, with reference to the nature of specific service 
required. In case of defects acknowledged or hidden by 
the Contractual Partner, notification is not necessary. 

4. MAUSER has no obligations to carry out checks and pro-
vide notification beyond the above obligations. Unless 
agreed otherwise, MAUSER is, in particular, not obliged 
to carry out laboratory investigations such as material, X-
rays and ultrasonic tests.  

5. If the Delivery made by the Contractual Partner is de-
fective, MAUSER has all statutory defect rights. Not-
withstanding MAUSER'S further defect rights, MAU-
SER is also entitled, in particular, at its own choice, to 
demand elimination of the defect or new delivery or 
production. Therefore, the Contractual Partner hereby 
expressly undertakes to eliminate the defects or to 
make a new delivery or production, if MAUSER so re-
quires. 

Section 8 Property Rights, Legal Defects 

1. The Contractual Partner has to guarantee that third 
parties are unable to assert any rights in relation to the 
Deliveries, in particular any rights in rem and industrial 
and intellectual property rights such as patent rights, 
trade mark rights, utility model rights, design rights and 
copyright (hereinafter "Property Rights"). 

2. If a third party asserts claims against MAUSER for in-
fringement of Property Rights in relation to a Delivery 
made by the Contractual Partner, the Contractual Part-
ner, notwithstanding MAUSER'S further rights, at 
MAUSER'S choice and at its own cost, must either ob-
tain a right of use, or change its Delivery so that the 
Property Right is not infringed or replace its Delivery 
with a new compliant one. 

3. This does not affect MAUSER'S further legal rights in 
respect of legal defects in Deliveries made by the Con-
tractual Partner. 

Section 9 Indemnities 

1. The Contractual Partner shall be liable towards MAU-
SER, and indemnify and hold MAUSER harmless for 
and against all damages, losses, liabilities, costs, 
claims, penalties, legal proceedings and expenses (in-
cluding, without limitation, attorneys’ fees and ex-
penses) paid, suffered or incurred by MAUSER as a 
result of: 

(i) a breach of these Terms and Conditions by the 
Contractual Partner, and/or 

(ii) any claim from any third party based on any (al-
leged) infringement of the third party's Property 
Right by the Contractual Partner. 

2. In any case, without prejudice to the above Section 9.1 
and to all other remedies established in favour of MAU-
SER by these Terms and Conditions and by law, the 
Contractual Partner shall be liable and indemnify and 
hold MAUSER harmless for and against all damages, 
costs, penalties and legal expenses suffered by MAU-
SER as a result of a defective Delivery or an infringe-
ment of Property Rights in relation to a Delivery made 
by the Contractual Partner for which the latter was re-
sponsible. More extensive legal rights of MAUSER re-
main unaffected. 

Section 10 Warranties and indemnities for Deliveries 
of services 

1. The Contractual Partner, as an independent contractor 
and without any obligation of subordination with re-
spect to MAUSER, undertakes to perform its obliga-
tions: (a) with diligence and professionalism; (b) with 
the use of its own personnel, with proven ability and 
experience, in full autonomy, with the organization of 
the necessary means, at its own risk); (c) in full compli-
ance with the provisions of the civil code and applicable 
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laws and regulations, (including without limitation envi-
ronmental legislation), as well as in compliance with the 
regulations on health and safety at work and on the pay-
ment of any tax burden, compensation and social secu-
rity, welfare and insurance contributions; (d) with all li-
censes, administrative authorizations and anything else 
required for the performance of the activities by the cur-
rent legislation; (e) in full compliance with the provisions 
of these terms and conditions. 

2. In particular, the Contractual Partner is responsible for 
proper compliance with all laws and regulations relating 
to the protection of health and safety in the workplace, 
pursuant to Legislative Decree No. 81/2008, and as sub-
sequently amended. To the extent that the activities could 
take place in part at MAUSER’s workplace, the parties 
undertake to coordinate each other for the identification 
and adoption of protective and preventive measures 
against interference risks from other activities which em-
ployees of either party who are working at the MAUSER’s 
premises may be exposed to. 

3. Moreover, the Contractual Partner represents and war-
rants (i) that the employees used in performing its obliga-
tions under these Terms and Conditions are regularly 
paid according to the provisions of the applicable national 
collective labour agreement, and (ii) that the payment of 
social security contributions and compulsory insurance is 
regularly carried out. 

4. The Contractual Partner shall hold harmless and indem-
nify MAUSER and will pay the full amount of any and all 
sanctions, costs, charges and damages, including attor-
neys' fees and litigation expenses, which may be incurred 
by the same MAUSER as a result of (a) the failure to fulfil 
its obligations pursuant to the above mentioned laws and 
regulations, (b) violations of the warranties and represen-
tations stated in the preceding paragraphs, and (c) any 
claims or actions  filed towards MAUSER by the Contrac-
tual Partner’s employees or third parties, relating to la-
bour relations or de facto relations allegedly held with 
MAUSER due to the contractual relationship regulated 
herein, including those that may have been promoted 
pursuant to art. 1676 of the code civ., art. 29 of Legislative 
Decree 276/2003, art. 26 of Legislative Decree No. 
81/2008, as well as, in any case, pursuant to the accident 
prevention and social security regulations. 

Section 11 Quality Assurance  

1. The Contractual Partner has to set up and maintain a 
quality assurance system relating to the specific sector of 
the goods and services purchased and which meets the 
latest standards in the relevant supply industry. The Con-
tractual Partner will carry out the quality assurance 
measures, including the documentation required, under 
its own responsibility. The Contractual Partner will make 
this documentation available to MAUSER upon request. 
The Contractual Partner has to retain the documentation 
according to legal requirements, but at least for a period 
of ten years.  

2. MAUSER is entitled to have compliance with quality as-
surance measures audited by independent auditors at 
the Contractual Partner's premises. The audit does not 
release the Contractual Partner from its liability for de-
fects. MAUSER has a legitimate interest in inspecting the 
Contractual Partner's investigation and audit reports re-
lating to a Delivery made to MAUSER. The Contractual 
Partner is obliged to allow the inspection 

Section 12 Limitation of actions 

1. The limitation period for claims associated with mate-
rial defects (hereinafter: "Defect Claims") is one year 
from the delivery of goods, according to art. 1495 c.c. 
and, to the extent that art. 1667 c.c. can be applicable 
to the provided services, two years from the delivery of 
services. 

2.MAUSER has the right to interrupt the limitation period 
according to the statutory provisions.  

Section 13 Spare parts 

1. In relation to machinery and equipment, the Contrac-
tual Partner is obliged to keep spare parts for Deliver-
ies made to MAUSER for a period of at least five years 
after Delivery. 

2. If the Contractual Partner intends to cease production 
of spare parts for the Deliveries, it will notify MAUSER 
hereof immediately after its decision to cease produc-
tion.  

Section 14 Liability of MAUSER 

1. MAUSER has no liability towards the Contractual Part-
ner for damages and reimbursement of expenses on 
any legal basis whatsoever (contract, tort, breach of 
duties resulting from the obligation, indemnification, 
etc.). 

2. The above exclusion of liability does not apply in the 
case of liability according to product liability law, in 
cases of intent or gross negligence, culpable injury to 
life, limb or health, or in the case of a breach of essen-
tial contractual duties, in other words duties which have 
to be met to enable the proper performance of the con-
tract and which the Contractual Partner  usually trusts 
and may usually trust will be met. 

3. However, unless MAUSER is liable as a result of intent 
or gross negligence, injury to life, limb or health or ac-
cording to product liability law, liability for breach of es-
sential contractual duties is limited to compensation for 
foreseeable damage typical in such a contract. 

4. In so far as MAUSER'S liability is excluded or limited 
according to the previous paragraphs, this also applies 
to the corresponding personal liability of MAUSER'S vi-
carious agents, assistants, representatives or employ-
ees.  

Section 15 Ownership of Documents, Confidentiality 

1. MAUSER reserves all ownership and industrial prop-
erty rights such as patent rights, trade mark rights, util-
ity model rights, design rights and copyright in respect 
of images, moulds, templates, samples, designs and 
design proposals, models, profiles, drawings, standard 
specification sheets, setting copies, teaching, know-
how, calculations, work documents and other docu-
ments (hereinafter: "Documents") provided by MAU-
SER. These also include, in particular, information on 
production processes, formulas and equipment config-
urations. Without MAUSER'S prior written consent, 
Documents may be used by the Contractual Partner 
only for the contractually intended purpose. The same 
applies to objects produced according to the Docu-
ments. 
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2. The Contractual Partner has to treat MAUSER'S Docu-
ments and all information received from MAUSER relat-
ing to MAUSER'S business or operations ("Information") 
confidentially. In particular, it is not allowed to pass Infor-
mation on or make it available to third parties without the 
prior written consent of MAUSER. Any breach of confi-
dentiality by employees, advisers or vicarious agents of 
the Contractual Partner shall be attributed to the Con-
tracting Partner as its own breach of duty. The obligation 
to maintain confidentiality continues to apply for a period 
of five years after the contract has come to an end or has 
been completed. There is no such obligation if Infor-
mation (i) was already known to the Contractual Partner 
on conclusion of the contract or became known later with-
out this being in breach of any duty of confidentiality or 
(ii) was already in the public domain on conclusion of the 
contract or entered the public domain later. 

Section 16 Foreign Trade Law 

Performance of a contract by MAUSER is conditional upon 
there being no barriers to performance based on national or 
international provisions of foreign trade law and no embar-
goes and/or other sanctions. 

Section 17 Force Majeure 

Force majeure events entitle MAUSER to postpone the per-
formance of its duties, in particular also the duty of ac-
ceptance, for the period of the impediment caused by the 
force majeure and a reasonable start-up period. Any una-
voidable events which are not attributable to MAUSER and 
which substantially hinder MAUSER in meeting its duties or 
make it impossible for it to do so, in particular currency, 
trade policy or other sovereign measures, strikes, lockouts, 
substantial operational disruptions (e.g. fire, mechanical 
breakdown, lack of raw materials or energy) and obstruction 
of transport routes, in each case for more than just a short 
period of time, are equivalent to force majeure events. If 
force majeure events or events equivalent to the latter last 
for longer than three months, both MAUSER and the Con-
tractual Partner are given the right to withdraw from the con-
tract. MAUSER informs the contractor as soon as possible 
of the beginning or ending of such events. 

Section 18 Subcontractors; Assignment Prohibition 

1. The Contractual Partner is not entitled to have Deliveries 
carried out by subcontractors without the prior written 
consent of MAUSER. Carriers are not considered to be 
subcontractors. 

2. The Contractual Partner is not entitled to assign rights re-
sulting from the contract with MAUSER to third parties 
without the prior written consent of MAUSER. This does 
not apply to money claims. 

Section 19 Data Protection 

1. The Contractual Partner undertakes to oblige those em-
ployees entrusted with handling MAUSER’S orders ac-
cording to European General Data Protection Regulation 
n. 679/2016 (GDPR) and to ensure that they comply with 
data protection provisions. 

2. Pursuant to art. 13 of GDPR, MAUSER, as Data Control-
ler, informs that personal data (e.g. name, job title, busi-
ness name, telephone number and email address) of the 
Contractual Partner (in case the entrepreneur is a natural 
person) and/or his/her employees are processed only  for 
the purposes of establishing, executing or ending legal 
transactions or similar obligations with the Contractual 

Partner. Therefore, the legal basis for the processing 
of personal data is the execution of a contract accord-
ing to art. 6, par. 1, letter b) of GDPR. In any case, in 
order to exercise the rights established by art. 15 and 
ss. of the GDPR, the data subject can write to the Data 
Controller at the following email address:  
Dataprotection.EU@mauserpackaging.com 

Section 20 – Right of termination for Deliveries of ser-
vices 

1. Unless otherwise agreed by the Parties upon con-
clusion of each contract, MAUSER may terminate 
each contract relating to Deliveries of Services 
and regulated by these Terms and Conditions 
without cause by giving the Contractual Partner 
30 (thirty) days prior written notice to the address 
indicated in the related order or order confirma-
tion. In such case of termination, 
only the amount accrued for the activities per-
formed up to the effective date of termination shall 
be due to the Contractual Partner, with express 
derogation to the provisions of art. 1671 c.c. 

2. In any case, without prejudice to all other reme-
dies established in favour of MAUSER by these 
Terms and Conditions and by law, MAUSER has 
the right to terminate each contract relating to De-
liveries of services and regulated by these Terms 
and Conditions with immediate effect by written 
notice to be sent to the Contractual Partner to the 
address indicated in the related order or order 
confirmation, if the Contractual Partner is in mate-
rial breach of its obligations provided in Sections 
3.4, 6.4, 7.1., 8.1., 8.2, , 10, 11.1, 13, 15.2, 18, 
19,1,   

Section 21 Miscellaneous 

1. The place of exclusive jurisdiction for all disputes re-
sulting from or in connection with these Terms and 
Conditions and a contract is Milan. However, MAUSER 
is alternatively entitled to sue the Contractual Partner 
at its general place of jurisdiction or any other compe-
tent court. The same applies to disputes in proceedings 
based entirely on documentary written evidence ac-
cording to art. 633 and ss. C.p.c..  

2. Unless agreed otherwise in the respective contract, the 
place of performance for all Deliveries is the location of 
the premises from which the order was sent. The place 
of performance for supplementary performance is the 
location of the respective Deliveries.  

3. These Terms and Conditions and all contracts between 
MAUSER and the Contractual Partner are subject to 
the laws of Italy, excluding the United Nations Conven-
tion on the International Sale of Goods (UN sales 
law/CISG).  

4. Supplements, amendments or subsidiary agreements 
in respect of these Terms and Conditions are only le-
gally valid if a contractual written provision has been 
agreed between MAUSER and the Contractual Part-
ner. 

5. Should one or more provisions of these Terms and 
Conditions or of the contract be or become invalid, this 
does not affect the validity of the remaining provisions.  
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Contractual Partner’s signature and stamp: 
 
 
_________________________ 
 
 
 
 
For the purposes and to the effects of article 1341 of the 
Italian Civil Code, the Contractual Partner specifically 
accepts and approves the following articles of the Terms 
and Conditions: 
 
Section 1.4 – Right of MAUSER to amend the Terms and 
Conditions 
Section 3.8 – Limited right of set off for the Contractual 
Partner 
Section 14 – Liability of Mauser 
Section 20.1 – MAUSER’s right of termination 
Section 21.1 – Exclusive jurisdiction of the Court of Milan 
 
 
 
Contractual Partner’s signature and stamp: 

 

_________________________ 

 


